Changing images of the gene.
During the twentieth century the gene emerged as the major driving force of biology. Initially, even the nature and behavior of gene vehicles, the chromosomes, were subjected to doubts. The basic or standard gene concept, as a unit of function, mutation, and recombination, had to be revised. Half a century was required for reaching a general consensus about the chemical nature of the genetic material, DNA and RNA. The relationship between single genes and individual proteins was a great milestone at the middle of the twentieth century, but within two decades it was realized that the relationship was more complex. Understanding of genetic coding, transcription, and translation during the 1960s laid a firm foundation to the "nucleic doctrine," harking back to the dicta of Lederberg (1959) and meaning that single nucleic acid genes alone were responsible for each separate function within the cell. However, important aspects of gene expression are recognized now as a function of the genome and many genes collaborate in circuits. It has come to light that genes may be mobile, exist in plasmids and cytoplasmic organelles, and can be imported by nonsexual means from other organisms or as synthetic products. Epigenetics has reborn as a new field of developmental genetics. The unorthodox prion proteins can even simulate some gene properties. Genetics was to an extent reincarnated as of the twenty-first century by assimilating the tools of cybernetics and of many formerly distant areas of science. This overview highlights some of the historical milestones that contributed to the development of our image of the gene, extending elements of issues laid down by Rédei (2003).